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Uncover the source,  
 discover the pedigree

Okay, the name ‘San Luis Mining Group’ may not ring any 

bells straightaway, but I’m sure most of you will have heard 

of their products – Riverstone® roofing slate and Riverstone® 

architectural stone. Yes, ‘SLMG’ is our company in San Luis, 

central Argentina; the company that operates the Represa 

Quarry and dresses, packages and ships two of our most 

popular product lines.

For those of you who may not know about Riverstone – and 

there may still be one or two! – it’s actually a phyllite, a rock 

that’s very closely related to slate. Although phyllite shares 

slate’s essential characteristics, it’s classified as a separate rock 

because it has a slightly different mineral composition and is 

geologically much older; factors that make it generally harder 

and more resilient than slate. In many ways phyllite could be 

considered ‘super slate’ or, even, the ‘mother of all slate’ – 

if you’ve seen it you’ll understand why it’s easy to get so 

enthusiastic about a piece of rock!

Although part of Riverstone’s success story is down to the 

quality of the raw material and its sheer good looks, a big part 

is played by the quality of the finished product. That’s where 

our colleagues in San Luis make such a difference – they’re 

immensely proud of what they produce and the growing 

popularity, around the world, of ’their products’.

And talking of ‘their products’, it’s quite a range! Apart from a 

comprehensive list of popular and specialist roofing slate sizes, 

they also produce large-size calibrated slabs for worktops and a 

plethora of architectural stone pieces that are available either off 

the shelf or cut to order. 

Riverstone roofing slate has become established as a popular, 

premium-quality roofing slate and now graces many buildings 

around the world (see page three for a fabulous example at the 

Woodside Green Christian Centre in Croydon) and Riverstone 

architectural stone is now competing head-to-head with many 

top-quality flooring, cladding and surface stones (see page 

four for a success story in Germany). The two projects using 

Riverstone featured in this issue are good examples of why 

phyllite products, sold under the Riverstone brand, form  

our flagship ranges.  

Despite the global slowdown, and leaving the sales pitch aside, 

I firmly believe that 2009 will be yet another successful year for 

Riverstone products. So I’d like to take the opportunity to wish 

the San Luis Mining Group a very ‘Happy Birthday’ and thank 

them for their hard work and efforts. And I’d also like to thank 

those of our customers who gave Riverstone an opportunity  

in its early days and have helped turn it into the success it’s  

now become.

Thank you – and roll on 2009!
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Hoo likes Sarria?

UK focus

Built in 1767, Luton Hoo is one of the 
country’s most architecturally important 
stately homes: a grade I-listed, Robert 
Adams’ mansion set in over 1,000 acres  
of listed parkland and gardens designed  
by Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown.

Luton Hoo has had a rich and sometimes colourful history; in 
its heyday it was famed for its over-indulgent opulence and was 
once warmly described as having ‘tassels on its tassels’.  It’s 
hosted royalty, been the venue for state events and taken a 
starring role in several popular films including two James Bond 
classics and Four Weddings and a Funeral.

Having stood empty for many years, Luton Hoo was rescued by 
the Elite Hotel Group who embarked on a £60million project to 
restore and refurbish the building, converting it into a luxurious 
144-bedroom hotel with an 18-hole golf course and magnificent 
spa. The painstaking restoration and conversion of the mansion 
and other buildings on the estate has been complemented 
by the construction of additional guest accommodation in the 
elegant Parkland Wing and Flower Garden Wing, new staff 
accommodation and a fabulous, oak-framed swimming-pool 
building.

As a grade I-listed building, English Heritage specified that any 
roofing slate used on the mansion had to be the same as the 
originals. Gary Lambert, Complete Roofing Contractors MD, 
takes up the story: “The mansion’s dilapidated roof garden 
was replaced with a new mansard roof; this was covered with 
reclaimed Welsh slates to match those still in place on the 
building’s pitched-roof surfaces. We also used them to reroof 
the stable block which was restored and given a new lease of 
life as the golf course’s clubhouse. As we were using reclaimed 
Welsh slate on two of the most significant, existing buildings, 
we were asked to recommend a new roofing slate that could 
be used on the new buildings; the requirement being that it 
had be a new slate, had to complement the Welsh slate, be of 
high quality and, as over 80,000 slates were needed, had to 
be readily available and not too expensive! In truth, it wasn’t a 
hard decision to make: we recommended SIG Roofing Supplies’ 
own brand SIGA 30 roofing slate (SSQ Sarria® Blue roofing 
slate) and this was unanimously accepted. It worked well and 
everyone liked it: its flatness and consistency meant it was quick 
to sort and easy to cut and lay. And, more importantly, it blends 
perfectly with the originals so the client was delighted with its 
appearance.”

Project: Luton Hoo

Location: Luton, Bedfordshire

Architect: Clague Harpenden, Harpenden, Hertfordshire

Roofing: Complete Roofing Contractors, Broadstairs, Kent

Product: SSQ First Sarria® Blue roofing slate (SIGA 30)

Photo: courtesy the Elite Hotel Group
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Riverstone® roofing slate – amen!
Project: Woodside Green Christian Centre

Location: Croydon, Surrey

Architect: Martin Hewitt / Turner and Hoskins Architects,  

Edenbridge, Kent 

Roofing: Bracknell Roofing, Crowborough, East Sussex

Product: SSQ Ultra Riverstone® Grey roofing slate

The roofs on the new £1.7million, Woodside 
Green Christian Centre in Croydon provide 
an outstanding example of how imagination 
can use the versatility of natural roofing 
slate to create a roof that truly stands out 
from the crowd.

Architect Martin Hewitt’s 1993 design lay unrealised until late 
2006 when, with planning consent due to expire the following 
July, funding was finally secured. With Martin about to retire, 
Turner & Hoskins Architects took over the final design stages 
of the project; researching products, finalising specifications, 
creating the detailed design and preparing the working 
drawings.

UK focus

“With a complex design and a very tight timescale we had to 
rely on suppliers and products we knew we could trust to live 
up to expectations,”  said Tim Hoskins. “The planning drawings 
specified slate so we contacted SSQ and asked them to provide 
a detailed specification, suggest three potential slates and 
recommend contractors who they were confident could do the 
work. From this we chose Riverstone roofing slate and Bracknell 
Roofing won the contract to supply and lay them.”  

A 200-seat church lies at the heart of the centre and is 
surrounded on three sides by meeting rooms, offices, 
operational areas and six apartments in a small, three-storey 
block. Above these sit a slatescape that includes a multi-valley, 
shallow-pitch (22.5°) roof on the apartment block; an  
octagonal shallow-pitch (22.5°) roof on the main entrance foyer 
and four single-surface, pitched roofs that link the key elements 
of the building together.

But the roof that really stands out is that on the church. Its 
conical roof has a diameter of 19m (62.3 feet), a pitch of 25° 
and runs through an arc of 270°. From this, the final segment 
of the circle thrusts out of the cone, soaring upward to form 
the church’s tower, the glazing in its ‘cut’ faces allowing light 
to flood into the church’s interior. Behind this, the tower’s roof 
takes the shape of an inverted kite with a central ridge forming 
a spine that runs from the tip of the tower down to the rear of 
the church. Fabulous!

“It was the first time the Crowborough branch had tackled 
such an elaborate roof and it seemed to take forever to finish.” 
said Chris Beech, manager of Bracknell Roofing’s Crowborough 
branch. “Because its design meant you could only lay one row at 
a time, we could only have two men working on it: one cutting 
and one laying. And it used about 12,000 of the total 20,000 
slates used on the project – and every one of them had to be 
cut! Was it worth it? Oh yes! We’re really pleased with what 
we’ve achieved.”

Photos and drawing: courtesy Turner and Hoskins Architects
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International focus

The latest branch of Germany’s Kreissparkasse 
Wiedenbrück bank recently opened in Schloß  
Holte-Stukenbrock, a small town in the state of  
North Rhine-Westphalia in north-west Germany. 

The bank plans to open seven new branches by 2015, their sleek, functional 

design providing easy-to-access customer service in an environment that’s in 

harmony with today’s hi-tech banking methods. Having decided that natural 

stone would be the most practical floor surface, architects Ludger Westkamper 

GmbH chose SSQ Riverstone architectural stone at a ‘beauty parade’ where a 

number of suppliers, including SSQ’s agent, André Köhring of StoneConcept 

GmbH, presented a range of alternatives. Key factors in the final decision were 

Riverstone’s excellent non-slip properties and its beautifully patterned, metallic 

grey-green colour that complements the bank’s steely, modern colour scheme.

SSQ Riverstone architectural stone is a phyllite, a rock similar to slate, and is 

quarried at SSQ’s Represa Quarry in La Florida, central Argentina. Specifically 

selected rock is cut and dressed for architectural use, its physical and aesthetic 

properties making it an ideal choice of material for flooring, paving, cladding and 

stairways. Available in a choice of four surface finishes, Schulte GmbH & Co. KG, 

SSQ’s supplier in Germany, delivered nearly 500m2 of floor tiles in a Brushed 

Antique finish, a finish that softens the texture of the rock’s natural, riven surface 

but retains its excellent non-slip properties.  

Ahmed El-Helw, SSQ’s chairman, was invited to the opening of the new 

branch and was delighted to be told by no lesser person than Kreissparkasse 

Wiedenbrück’s managing director that, “We’re so impressed with the quality and 

beauty of the stone used for the flooring that we’ve asked for it to be specified in 

the design of all future banks we are building throughout Germany.”

So, another satisfied customer. Now, about that loan…

Project: Kreissparkasse Wiedenbrück Bank

Location: Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock, Germany

Architect: Ludger Westkamper GmbH, Herzebrock-Clarholz

Product: SSQ Riverstone® architectural stone (Brushed Antique finish) 

We hope you’ve enjoyed Slateworks and 
found it inspiring. If you have anything  
you would like us to consider for future  
issues, or would like us to send you,  
or your colleagues, additional copies, 
please contact Zoë Williams on:

Tel: 020 8963 8781 

Email: zoe@ssq.co.uk

Samples and literature

A full range of product guides, slate samples and geological  

test documents are available on request from: 

Email: info@ssq.co.uk

www.ssqgroup.com 

SSQ Head office 

301 Elveden Road, Park Royal, London, NW10 7SS 

United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 208 961 7725

Fax: +44 (0) 208 965 7013

Email: info@ssq.co.uk

www.ssqgroup.com 
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We’re pleased to tell you that we’ve opened a 
showroom and wholesale facility here at our base  
in north-west London.

The showroom is a natural step aimed at helping customers choose exactly  

what they want – we currently stock 11 different roofing slates and, as these  

are available in a variety of grades and a range of sizes, they’ve quite a choice! 

The showroom gives visitors the opportunity to see our entire range and get  

on-the-spot, expert advice about any aspect of slate roofing no matter whether  

it’s about design, planning or installation. And, of course, we’ve also got our  

range of architectural stone which is becoming increasingly popular.

The wholesale facility is a great opportunity for those of you who can collect 

from us. If you can, we’ve a vast stock of over one million roofing slates and with 

same-day collection available on 90% of our products, it offers you the possibility 

of reducing the amount of stock you hold, freeing up your cash and helping your 

cash flow. And, treating our stock as your stock means you’ve a greater, more 

attractive choice to offer your own customers. 

Our showroom and wholesale facility are open 9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday – 

and we look forward to seeing you!




